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Abstract
Background: The coupling of pathways and processes through shared components is being increasingly
recognised as a common theme which occurs in many cell signalling contexts, in which it plays highly non-trivial
roles.
Results: In this paper we develop a basic modelling and systems framework in a general setting for understanding
the coupling of processes and pathways through shared components. Our modelling framework starts with the
interaction of two components with a common third component and includes production and degradation of all
these components. We analyze the signal processing in our model to elucidate different aspects of the coupling.
We show how different kinds of responses, including “ultrasensitive” and adaptive responses, may occur in this
setting. We then build on the basic model structure and examine the effects of additional control regulation,
switch-like signal processing, and spatial signalling. In the process, we identify a way in which allosteric regulation
may contribute to signalling specificity, and how competitive effects may allow an enzyme to robustly coordinate
and time the activation of parallel pathways.
Conclusions: We have developed and analyzed a common systems platform for examining the effects of coupling
of processes through shared components. This can be the basis for subsequent expansion and understanding the
many biologically observed variations on this common theme.
Background
Intracellular signalling networks are characterised by
their ability to perceive and integrate a variety of signals
in order to make decisions. In order to do this, their
components often interact with multiple entities at mul-
tiple locations, allowing them to receive and send multi-
ple signals. This property is seen, for example, in
proteins capable of multiple allosteric interactions such
as n-WASP [1], WAVE [2], Cdk-2 [3], and PLC [4].
There are also many examples of enzymes capable of
modifying multiple substrates [5-9], including signalling
proteins such as cyclin-dependent kinases [10,11], and
ubiquitin ligases [12]. Similarly, substrates may be modi-
fied by multiple enzymes, as is the case for the p53
tumour suppressor [13] and many GTPases. Each of
these reactions may take place while bound to various
adaptor and scaffold structures, as is common for
instance in MAPK cascades [14]. Finally, all of these
interactions and reactions may take place in diverse cel-
lular locations, with many proteins having been identi-
fied as having multiple subcellular localizations [15].
Commonly known examples of this are cell-cycle pro-
teins such as cyclins, which shuttle between the nucleus
and cytoplasm, and a wide variety of membrane-binding
signalling proteins, which may also be present in the
cytoplasm. The sharing of components between path-
ways and locations is widespread and one of the most
basic ways in which processes may be coupled.
A notable aspect of signalling in biological systems,
and one which distinguishes them from many engi-
neered systems, is that it is inherently bidirectional.
Whenever a signal is being sent or received, compo-
nents must interact with one another, and/or change
location, and are occupied by those actions for finite
periods of time. Therefore a signal is itself modified
when it is perceived by a downstream signalling ele-
ment. The extent of bidirectional signalling has been
termed retroactivity [16]. While retroactivity may be low
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tems minimising it in some cases, it is nonetheless likely
to have a non-trivial effect in other cases. This is parti-
cularly true, and especially significant, in networks con-
taining elements with multiple interactions. Signalling
networks involve many proteins with multiple interac-
tions and multispecific enzymes, where many of the ele-
ments are similar in concentration. Therefore, proteins
may be shared between multiple pathways, and the
question arises as to what functional roles these multiple
interactions and consequent bidirectionality might play
in cellular signal processing in biological systems.
The most important aspect of signalling networks
which may be affected by multiple interactions is their
ability to perceive and integrate signals, and thereby per-
form logical operations. Multiple interactions and bidir-
ectional signalling may affect the input-output response
of pathways, and may be particularly relevant to investi-
gating signalling crosstalk [17-19]. Crosstalk occurs
when multiple pathways share components. Despite this
coupling, signalling networks are often seen to allow
one input to specifically regulate only one or a few out-
puts. This is termed signalling specificity. Likewise, it is
observed that in some networks particular outputs are
r e g u l a t e db yo n l yo n eo raf e wi n p u t s ,t e r m e ds i g n a l l i n g
fidelity. It is important to understand the role of cross-
talk in such networks and how signalling specificity and
fidelity may be maintained. Another phenomenon
observed in signalling is the temporal coordination of
processes with one another. Examples include events
such as mitosis [20] and the assembly of large protein
complexes involved in flagellar motors [21]. Bidirec-
tional aspects of signalling may affect or even contribute
to these properties in a very non-trivial manner, and
therefore are of direct biological relevance. Overall our
studies provide important insights which help bridge
descriptions of networks at local and global levels.
Further to the biological implications discussed above,
there are important implications for the ways in which
biological signalling circuits are modelled. Mathematical
modelling has been used to analyse and understand
many signalling networks. Such models frequently con-
sider enzyme-substrate complexes only implicitly, often
using Michaelis-Menten kinetics or other simplifications
such as the quasi-steady state assumption (QSSA)
[22-24]. It has been recognised that these simplifications
may have significant effects on the behaviour of models,
as seen recently in analyses of ultrasensitive and multi-
stable reaction networks [25-27]. Another implication is
that modular decompositions of networks, which may
allow rapid simulation and more straightforward analy-
sis, must be undertaken with care. The analysis which
we present is relevant to both these aspects.
In order to focus on the essential aspects of coupling
of processes through shared components, and hence
provide insights into the various issues mentioned
above, we develop an appropriate modelling/systems fra-
mework. The modelling framework incorporates two
components which bind exclusively to a common third
component, and are therefore indirectly affected by each
other. The model incorporates the production and
degradation of all components, thus allowing each com-
ponent to serve as a “signalling port”.H a v i n gd e v e l o p e d
the basic model, we proceed to systematically examine
the signal processing through this module, as this sheds
direct light on the above issues. It is worth emphasizing
that in this minimal general setting, systems analysis
provides transparent and important insights which are
relevant to a wide range of systems/contexts where the
above feature(s) occur. We further build on the study of
the basic model to include additional features such as
spatial diffusion/localization, and other complexities in
signal propagation such as threshold effects. Through-
out, we focus on the effects of coupling signalling ele-
ments through shared components, revealing different
facets of such generic coupling.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we present the basic modelling framework which we
employ. Following this, we systematically examine the
steady state and temporal signal processing in this mod-
ule in turn. We illustrate the relevance of the analysis in
specific biological contexts. We then examine the effect
of the additional elements mentioned above. Finally we
conclude with a synthesis and discuss additional applica-
tions and extensions.
Methods
The basic model of coupling of signalling pathways
Here, we develop a basic model of pathway coupling -
the sharing of one component between processes. In its
most basic form, the coupling of processes and signal-
ling can be studied via a simplified ordinary differential
equation model, which involves the interaction of three
species A, B and X. A and B each bind exclusively to X,
a n dt h u sXs e r v e sa saf a c t o rw h i c hc o u p l e st h e
dynamics of A and B. We formulate the model in a gen-
eral form, so that the essential insights can be extracted
in a transparent and generalisable way. Details of addi-
tional models used and the parameter values used in
simulations are available in Additional File 1.
We begin by modelling the interaction of A and X
alone. The processes which are modelled are the binding
of A and X to produce a complex AX, the dissociation
of the complex, and the independent production and
degradation of A and X. The dynamics of this system
are governed by the equations:
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dt
= ka2[AX] − ka1[A][X]+kpx − kdx[X]
d[A]
dt
= ka2[AX] − ka1[A][X]+kpa − kda[A]
d[AX]
dt
= ka1[A][X] − ka2[AX] − kdax[AX]
(1)
Here, [X], [A], and [AX] denote the concentrations of
each species A, X and the complex AX. In the above
equation, ka1 and ka2 denote the binding and unbinding
rate constants, kpx,k pa denote the production rates of
the species X and A respectively, and kdx,k da denote the
degradation rates of these species.
This model is, in general, non-trivial to solve analyti-
cally, although this may be facilitated if the degradation
rates of all species are equal [28]. There are, however,
several reasonable simplifications which allow some
initial analysis to be performed. First of all, if production
and degradation of species may be assumed to occur on
a longer timescale than complex formation, then these
terms may be neglected and this results in the equations
(in dimensionless form):
d[X]
dt
= ka2[AX] − ka1[A][X]
d[A]
dt
= ka2[AX] − ka1[A][X]
d[AX]
dt
= ka1[A][X] − ka2[AX]
(2)
Note that in these simplified equations, the total
amounts of A and X are conserved, and hence information
about the availability of these species is contained in the
initial conditions. These expressions may be condensed by
applying conservation conditions using the total quantities
of A, and X (denoted [AT]a n d[ X T], respectively).
A l lw eh a v ed o n eu pt ot h i sp o i n ti sd e s c r i b et h e
dynamics of a protein, X, involved in one process, A, as
has been modelled previously [28]. However, we are pri-
marily interested in what happens when X is involved in
more than one process, since it is these cases in which
the coupling comes into play. Therefore, we introduce a
second process, B, and can make use of the same model
to describe its interactions with X (see Figure 1):
d[X]
dt
= ka2[AX] − ka1[A][X]+kb1[BX]
−kb2[B][X]+kpx − kdx[X]
d[A]
dt
= ka2[AX] − ka1[A][X]+kpa − kda[A]
d[AX]
dt
= ka1[A][X] − ka2[AX] − kdax[AX]
d[B]
dt
= kb2[BX] − kb1[B][X]+kpb − kdb[B]
d[BX]
dt
= kb1[B][X] − kb2[BX] − kdbx[BX]
(3)
The above model incorporates the binding of B to X
to form a complex BX, as well as the dissociation, and
in addition includes the production and degradation of
B( r a t ec o n s t a n t sk b1,kb2,kpb,a n dk db respectively).
While we have described the production and degrada-
tion of species, we stress that this need not be taken as
protein synthesis and degradation - it includes, for
example, the rate of formation of a particular post-trans-
lationally modified form of a protein. This is significant
because these processes may occur on a much faster
timescale than protein synthesis and degradation.
Some of the analysis will be concerned with the
steady-state of these models. In this, the equilibrium
constants for the complex formation of A and B with X
(the ratio of binding to dissociation rate constants)
become relevant parameters of interest. We denote
these KA (= ka1/ka2) and KB (= kb1/kb2).
Variation of inputs and outputs
We note at the outset that the model is a general
model of components A and B, interacting through
competitive binding with the element X. This model
allows modulation of the levels of each of these com-
ponents by external signals through their rates of pro-
duction and degradation. Throughout the paper, we
are primarily interested in two essentially different
ways in which the levels of components are modulated
by external signals. In the first case, we examine how
changes in production of the shared component, X, are
propagated to affect the levels of free A and B, and the
levels of the complexes AX and BX, and therefore
modify both pathways in which X participates. In the
second case, we examine how changes in the produc-
tion of the components A and B affect the levels of all
components and complexes. This corresponds to the
pathways being controlled while the shared component
remains constant. Through this analysis, we hope to
understand the range of behaviours available to such
systems, and their possible biological significance. In
particular, we examine how shared components may
coordinate processes, and how processes may remain
independent despite sharing components.
At this stage we make very few assumptions about the
nature of the downstream processes involving the com-
plexes AX and BX. Later in the paper, we build on the
existing modelling framework to examine certain addi-
tional features in the downstream processes from our
perspective.
Our results involve analyzing the models using simula-
tions (performed in MATLAB using ode15 s) and analy-
tical results. We choose a representative set of
parameters, and examine the effect of the change in
important parameters as appropriate.
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The results are organized as follows: we use our model-
ling framework to study how the system responds to dif-
ferent signals from both steady state and temporal
perspectives. We then build on our analysis to examine
a number of biologically motivated variations to our
structure, which include additional components, down-
stream switching elements and spatial signal transduc-
tion, and discuss their possible biological significance.
W es t a r tb ye x a m i n i n gt h ec a s ew h e r eas i g n a lm o d u -
lates the production of the shared component, X, and
continue by examining the case where signals modulate
the components A and B, both separately and
simultaneously.
Modulation of the shared component
We begin by analysing the steady state response of the
system to changes in the production of X. From the per-
spective of signal propagation, this may be regarded as
signal processing through “diverging pathways”.A s s u m -
ing that the rates of degradation of all components are
equal, we can write the total quantity of each compo-
nent in terms of the production and degradation rates
([XT]=kpx/kd,[ AT]=kpa/kd [BT]=kpb/kd,w h e r e[ XT],
[AT], and [BT] refer to the total concentrations of X, A,
and B, respectively). This allows us to analyse the model
in terms of its response to [XT], allowing more transpar-
ent explanation of the results.
Figure 2 shows the response of the system when A
and B are produced and degraded at equal rates, for the
case where X binds more strongly to A than to B. We
note that there are essentially three regimes of response.
In the first regime, all processes are unsaturated and X
is mostly taken up by A, since KA ≫ KB.I nt h es e c o n d
regime, process A has become saturated, and X is
taken up by B. In the third regime, both processes
have become saturated and X accumulates in its free
form. These regimes show an “ultrasensitive” response
of BX and free X, where a threshold in the total
amount of X present must be reached before a signifi-
cant response is observed. For our purposes, it is suffi-
cient to think of “ultrasensitivity” as an effect involving
increased absolute and relative sensitivity, along with a
concomitant threshold effect (see Appendix for details,
and see [26] for a discussion of technical definitions of
“ultrasensitivity”).
Some basic analysis provides direct quantitative insight
(see appendix for a more detailed analysis of the
response of the system to changes in total X). For sim-
plicity, the analysis is performed for the case where the
production and degradation of X, A and B are neglected.
In this case, the behaviour of the system is monitored
for the case where an addition of free X (and hence
total X) is imposed at t = 0. An inspection of the steady
state equations reveals that the concentration of the
complexes is proportional to the total amount of X,
Figure 1 Basic model schematic. A schematic of the basic model is shown here. The species X interacts with both A and B. All species
undergo constant production and degradation.
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sociation reactions is at equilibrium:
[AX]=KA[A][X]
[BX]=KB[B][X]
(4)
At steady state and using the conservation condition
[XT]=[ X]+[ AX]+[ BX], we get the following equa-
tions for the response of AX, BX and free X to changes
in the total concentration of X:
[X]
[XT]
=
1
KA[A]+KB[B]+1
[AX]
[XT]
=
KA[A]
KA[A]+KB[B]+1
[BX]
[XT]
=
KB[B]
KA[A]+KB[B]+1
(5)
Note that [A] and [B] are the concentrations of free A
and free B and hence implicitly depend on the total X in
the system. Assuming that the binding affinity of A is
much greater than that of B, we can discern three regimes
in the response. These three regimes can be described in
terms of the saturation of A and B. Initially, since the
binding affinity of A is much greater than B and A and B
are present in equal amounts KA[A]+KB[B]+1≈ KA[A],
and most of the available X forms complexes with A (this
implicitly assumes that the available A and B is in excess
of X). Once A is depleted, the quantity KA[A] becomes
dwarfed by KB[B], and KB[B]+KB[B]+1≈ KB[B], and
most of the available X forms complexes with B. This is
what underlies an “ultrasensitive” response in BX as the
total concentration of X is increased. This parallels the
effects discussed by Buchler et al [28,29], although we
note that the relative sensitivity (the sensitivity scaled by
concentrations, see appendix for details) in the complex
BX is less than the relative sensitivity observed in the free
X (see Figure 2). Once B is depleted, all remaining X is
added to the free pool. We note that the “ultrasensitivity”
in response of the B pathway depends on suppression of
signal at low values of the input (in this case [XT]) by the
A pathway. This requires that KA[A] ≫ KB[B], which is a
condition on relative affinities rather than absolute affi-
nities. However, the absolute sensitivity in [BX]a l s o
depends upon a high linear response once A is depleted
and that suppression is overcome, requiring KB[B] ≫ 1.
Therefore, the response observed requires the system to
satisfy the condition KA[A] ≫ KB[B] ≫ 1. The results are
illustrated in Figure 2.
Other classes of regime may similarly be discerned,
depending on the relative amounts of A and B initially
and the affinities. For instance suppose KA[A] >> 1 >>
KB[B], then we see that as XT is increases, A is largely
taken up, but as A depletes, much of the extra X
remains free rather than bound to B. The other case
where 1 >> KA[A] >> KB[B] throughout is one where
most of the X is unbound, and is hence of less interest.
Returning to the above analysis for the case when KA
[A] ≫ KB[B] ≫ 1, we note that our analysis and conclu-
sions were based on a steady state analysis and the fac-
tors which enter the analysis are the equilibrium
constants. We now examine how such a network
responds to temporal signals.
In order to do this, we take the full system at steady
state and change the production rate of X at t = 0. Note
Figure 2 Steady-state response to changes in production of X. a) The pattern of linear and saturating responses to changes in [XT] is shown
for the case KA >>KB >> 1. b) The relative sensitivity (see Appendix for definition and analysis) of each component with respect to [XT] is plotted
showing how it peaks above one for free X and BX, but decreases to zero for AX.
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system in a quasi-steady state, and the results would fol-
low directly from the steady state analysis presented
above. Thus, we examine cases where rapid changes in
the quantity of X available are induced.
If we apply a step increase in the production of X, we
find that A responds first, followed by B as discussed
above - this is illustrated in Figure 3. This is for the
case where the relative affinity of A is greater than that
of B and where the timescales of the pathway A are
much faster than that of B. In this case the dynamic sig-
nal processing in this circuit essentially mirrors the
steady state signalling and response discussed above.
This is further consolidated by analytical results (see
Appendix). We further note that, when X is present at
low levels, an increase in the production of X will pri-
marily affect A, with little dynamic response in B.
Also shown in Figure 3 is that, in the opposite case, if
the relative time scales of the high affinity binding/
unbinding are changed (keeping the equilibrium con-
s t a n tf i x e d )i ti sp o s s i b l et o saturate the low-affinity
component, B, more rapidly than the high-affinity com-
p o n e n t .I nF i g u r e3 ,ac a s ew h e r eas u f f i c i e n t l yh i g h
change in X is considered so that both A and B are
essentially saturated at steady state. For intermediate
levels of X, what can be observed is that the low affinity
component complex is rapidly formed before a gradual
redistribution of X between the pathways. Thus if the
low affinity component B is the faster responding com-
ponent, then a step change in X (in this range) will
affect B first, before it gradually reduces with the X
“leaking” back to the A pathway. Thus in this regime, a
step change in X results in a marked but essentially
transient response for BX, and a much more gradual
response for AX. Thus BX displays a faster but adaptive
response, while AX displays a slower but persistent
response. We further note that if the total X is increased
past a level which ensures saturation of the component
A, then BX displays a response which is partially adap-
tive. This partial adaptation (underadaptation) can be
traced to the saturation of the “inhibitory” pathway A.
This can be further understood by analytical studies
(see Appendix). This illustrates the importance of
kinetics in addition to steady state and quasi-steady
state analysis in understanding the temporal order of
activation of the pathways.
To further examine the temporal response, we input a
square pulse in the production of X. The response is
seen in Figure 4, where the faster of the two pathways
responds quickly, but also recovers more quickly. In
contrast, the slower pathway registers a more prolonged
but shallower response. Again, the insights from the
numerical simulations can be complemented by analyti-
cal studies.
Overall, the analysis above provides insight into how
the coupled pathways process steady and temporal sig-
nals through their shared component and propagate
them downstream, and the role of other factors in mod-
ulating this process.
Modulation of each pathway alone, and together
We now use our modelling framework to examine the
case where input signals “converge” on common target.
This is done in our model by changing the production
of A and B, and keeping the production of X fixed.
We first consider the case when the input is applied
only to A (the high affinity component). Figure 5 shows
the result wherein the concentration of the complex AX
increases and the concentration of free X decreases fol-
lowed by that of the complex BX. This shows how sig-
nalling through one of two “converging pathways” may
affect the second one. Also shown is the case where the
step input is applied to the low affinity component.
Here BX builds up, depleting X, and then AX, but over-
all the AX concentration doesn’t decrease as substan-
tially as before simply because the low affinity
component isn’t able to outcompete the high affinity
component as effectively. Thus here the retroactivity
effect of pathway B on pathway A is weak, when com-
pared to that of pathway A on B.
Now we consider the effect of simultaneous step
changes provided to A and B (Figure 6). We find that
the concentrations of both complexes initially rise, but
that eventually the concentration of the complex of the
low affinity component is depleted by the retroactivity
effect. We thus see how a step change in production
and A and B together results in a partially adapting
response of BX, purely due to competing effects.
The above simulation has relevance for the case of
pathways which are costimulated, and which have com-
mon downstream targets. Again, in the above case, the
simulation studies can be complemented by analytical
studies which distil the effects seen above. This is dis-
cussed in the Appendix.
We briefly discuss analytical results from a simplified
perspective, to complement those in the previous sec-
tion. We again consider a setting where the affinity of A
for X is very high and much greater than that of B (KA
>>KB). For specificity, we assume that under basal con-
ditions, an equal amount of A and B is present. Suppose
the production and degradation of all components is
ignored, then we have conservation of total A, B and X
as discussed in the previous section. Further the fraction
of X in a complex with A and B at steady state is in fact
given exactly by the expressions in the previous subsec-
tion. Now suppose we consider a case, where extra A
and B are introduced in equal amounts at t = 0, and the
system is allowed to evolve. The response of the system
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affinity for X then initially both A and B are present
almost completely as complexes (assuming sufficient X is
available). Now when A and B are added, at steady state
if enough X is available, they will both be taken up as
complex. Therefore from the point of the individual
pathways, we see an essentially proportional response.
On the other hand if the total amount of A and B in the
system exceeds that of X, then at steady state, it is A
which is present entirely in complex form, while B is
bound to the X which is not taken up by A. Thus here
while the A pathway shows output directly reflects the
addition of A, the B pathway in fact reflects only a partial
complexing, which in turn directly depends on the pre-
s e n c eo fA .A tt h i ss t a g e ,a n yfurther (concurrent) addi-
tions of A and B increase the AX concentration, but
decrease the BX concentration. As the level of the input
increases, the AX concentration increases till it essen-
tially equals the total X concentration while the BX con-
centration reduces till it becomes zero.
Similar trends also hold good if the affinity of B for X
is at intermediate levels. Here, only a fraction of B is
Figure 3 Dynamic response to step-change in production of X. a). This figure shows how a step change in production rate of X (starting
from 0) imposed at t = 0, affects the concentration of all different components. Here, KA >>KB >> 1. Note that eventually the concentration of
free X also reaches a steady state. b) When the timescale of the lower-affinity interaction (interaction of X with B) is lengthened, the higher-
affinity interaction saturates at earlier times, and the lower-affinity interaction saturates at later times. c) When the timescale of the higher-affinity
interaction (interaction of X with A) is lengthened, the order in which the complexes are formed can be reversed, so that the lower-affinity
interaction saturates at an earlier time than the higher-affinity interaction. Note that in this case the total amount of X in the system finally is
clearly greater than the total of A and B put together, so that eventually, most of A and B are present in complexed form. (d) The case where
the lower affinity component is faster is shown. Here a sudden change in production of X is imposed so that the total X does not exceed the
total amount of A and B. Here we see that at early times (see inset) B takes up most of the X, while at longer times, the concentration of the
complex BX gradually decreases and that of AX eventually increases.
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of B in the system. If A and B are added, when A and B
are at relatively low levels, this results in the complete
uptake of A and an increase in complex of B, due to the
presence of increased B in the system. However, when
the levels of A and B are further increased, the
concentration of AX increases, and the concentration of
BX decreases, because the effect of additional B is coun-
teracted by the fact that less X is available for binding
to B.
Again, we can go beyond steady state responses to
examine kinetic effects. We see that if A is the faster
responding pathway, then the insights of the steady
state analysis are mirrored in the way the concentrations
of the complexes AX and BX change. When available X
is present, the added A binds to available X, followed by
B if some X remains. When the levels of A and B com-
bined exceed that of X, and unbound A exists, the com-
plex BX gradually unbinds to allow for the subsequent
rapid binding of A with released X. Thus the kinetics of
the complex BX dissociating may limit the rate at which
free A is subsequently absorbed (and likewise the con-
centration of BX is reduced due to this effect). Hence
one may observe that the increase of AX occurs in two
phases, a fast phase where it binds with free X and a
slow phase where it relies on dissociation of BX.
We can also examine the opposite case, where B is the
faster component. Here the effect of B on X is faster, but
this is gradually eroded by the extra A. When A and B
levels are such that their total is less than that of X, we see
an increase of BX followed by that of AX. When in a sti-
mulus A and B levels exceed that of X, we see an increase
of BX first followed by a gradual unbinding and increase
of AX. Depending on the initial concentrations of A and B
and the extent of the stimulus, the concentration of BX
Figure 4 Dynamic response to pulsatile change in production
of X. The response to a rectangular pulse of X imposed starting at t
= 0 is considered here. Here the affinities of the interactions are
equal (KA = KB = 1), but the timescales are different (τA << τB). The
faster interaction (with A) takes up X more quickly, but also releases
it more quickly.
Figure 5 Dynamic response to change in production of A or B alone. The response to step change in production of A (starting from zero)
is shown in a), with KA >>KB >> 1. The steady state analysis shows that this should result in a depletion of BX and X. The temporal analysis
shows the expected ordering of this depletion: first X is depleted, then BX. Note that the initial conditions correspond to a steady state with a
non-zero production rate of B. The response of the system to a step change in production of B (starting from zero) is shown in b). The initial
conditions here correspond to a steady state with a non-zero production of A. The result is qualitatively similar, except production of B is less
able to deplete AX, since K >>KB.
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Page 8 of 27may temporally increase before decreasing, and end up
either above or even below prestimulus levels. These are
qualitatively reminiscent of underadaptive and overadap-
tive responses respectively. Thus overall we see that
depending on the basal level and the strength of the added
stimulus, the response of the B pathway may be non-adap-
tive, partially adaptive, or overadaptive, and this behaviour
is determined by the coupling to the pathway A.
We have examined a variety of ways in which this
basic system may be modulated by a external signals,
both at steady state and dynamically (see Table 1 for a
summary). We now build on this to examine how the
basic network structure and dynamics may be affected
by other additional elements or features. We begin by
examining how an additional component can affect the
system by forming a complex with A and X.
Combinatorial signalling and the influence of complex
formation mechanisms and allostery
It was shown above that, in essence, processes which
share a component may act to inhibit one another. The
above analysis of the mass-action model applies to situa-
tions where A and B form complexes with X by simple
independent interactions. In many cases a protein may
bind cooperatively, and it may be affected by further
binding proteins. In this section we show how such
mechanisms influence the potential interaction and cou-
pling between processes. We then suggest a role for this
effect in insulating pathways against crosstalk. In parti-
cular, since these mechanisms allow single proteins to
behave as “AND” gates - active only when receiving
both input signals - they allow tuning of specificity
through combinatorial signalling.
In this section, we will consider X as an input affect-
ing A and B; the only difference is that we will have an
additional input Y which affects the activation of the A
pathway by X. This can occur in different ways: for
instance Y can bind with A before it is targeted by X.
Alternatively Y can bind with the complex AX only. A
third way is if X and Y co-operatively interact with A.
S c h e m a t i cd i a g r a m so fa l lt h e s ec a s e sa r es h o w ni nF i g -
ure 7. All of these cases represent a modification of one
of the coupled pathways by an extra element Y. Having
understood the behaviour of the simpler model pre-
v i o u s l yw ec a ne x a m i n ew h a tt h er o l eo ft h ee x t r ae l e -
ment Y is in coupling the two pathways. Here, we
consider the X and Y to be two inputs, with the com-
plexes AXY and BX the outputs.
As a simple example of the effect complex formation
mechanisms can have, consider that the binding of X to
A precedes binding by Y (Figure 7b). We denote this,
the sequential-binding model of complex formation. A
good example of such a mechanism is the binding of
substrate to CDK-cyclin complexes, where the cyclin
must bind to CDK before the substrate [30]. In this
case, two unbinding events must occur before X is free.
Y, which corresponds to the CDK-cyclin substrate, is
effectively locking in X, which corresponds to the CDK
(which may bind to many different cyclins, correspond-
ing to A and B). An analysis of this network reveals the
highly non-trivial impact which Y has: this will impact
on both the steady state and dynamic behaviour as seen
in Figure 8. What is observed is that without Y, the sig-
nalling pathway involving A is inactive, and in the pre-
sence of Y it is active. Further, in the presence of Y, not
only is the A pathway activated but the B pathway is
inhibited. In our modelling framework, the introduction
of Y can be seen as effectively reducing the dissociation
rate of X from the complex AX, modulating the
response by further suppressing BX formation at low
concentrations of X.
Thus, such a complex formation mechanism can act
to increase signalling specificity by effectively combining
the cross inhibition and combinatorial signalling meth-
ods of reducing crosstalk. In the case of CDK-cyclin
complexes mentioned above, given that different cyclins
result in different substrate specificities [10], sequestra-
tion provides a mechanism for the presence of sub-
strates for a particular cyclin-CDK complex to favour
the formation of that complex rather than other cyclin-
CDK complexes. Further, deletion of a cyclin may lead
to compensation effects from the binding of substitute
cyclins, as many are present at significant levels at the
same time [31].
Figure 6 Dynamic response to change in production of A and
B together. The response to a simultaneous step change in
production of A and B (both starting from zero) is shown, where KA
>>KB >> 1. We observe that both [AX] and [BX] rise initially.
However, as [X] decreases competition between A and B becomes
significant, and the higher affinity interaction of X with A means
that it outcompetes B at later times.
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binding of X to form the active complex AXY, can also
be considered within our framework (Figure 7c). In this
case, addition of Y allows binding of X, and so performs
t h es a m er o l ei nm o d u l a t i n gBa sAa l o n ed i di nt h e
basic model. Figure 8 shows again that the presence of
Y, increases specificity of A and leads to greater inhibi-
tion of B. On the other hand, we see that the presence
of Y acts to insulate A from the crosstalk through B via
the common connection X. Analytical studies of the
Table 1 Summary of results for the basic model
Scenario Result
Changing the rate production of the
shared Component, X.
At steady state, “ultrasensitivity” may be observed in the response of the lower affinity component, and
of free X. When one examines the dynamics of the response of the two pathways, the relative
timescales of the interactions are important. Depending on this, the dynamics may mirror the steady
state response; alternatively, an adaptive response may be observed in the low affinity component.
Changing the rate of production
of A and B.
The two pathways may inhibit one another, with the high affinity component having a greater inhibitory
effect. Depending on the timescales of the interactions, the dynamics may either mirror the steady state
response, or result in an adaptive response in the lower affinity pathway.
We consider the case where the shared component, X, binds with high affinity to component A, forming the complex AX, and with low affinity to component B,
forming the complex BX.
Figure 7 Schematic of combinatorial signaling. A situation where an extra player Y is involved in regulating/interacting with pathway X is
considered. The signals X and Y combine to form an active complex with A, but X also participates in a complex with B, as shown in a). This
involves the formation of a tertiary complex, AXY. Three distinct mechanisms for the formation of this complex are illustrated in b)-d). In b), A
binding to X precedes its binding to Y. In c), A binding to Y precedes its binding to X. In d) X and Y bind to A cooperatively, stabilizing it in its
active conformation.
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in both cases an increased Y acts to inhibit BX forma-
tion at steady state, there are some differences. In one
c a s e( Yb i n d i n gw i t hAb e f o r eb i n d i n gw i t hX )w es e e
that the amount of Y limits the amount of X involved in
this pathway. Thus a low level of Y will substantially
reduce the amount of X involved in this pathway. This
is not the case for the scenario where Y binds to the
complex AX. The contrasting effects of the two
mechanisms on the uptake of X in response to Y are
shown in Figure 8.
The above mechanism essentially allows one compo-
nent to lock another into the complex. Another view of
protein complex formation comes from allostery. Here,
it is possible for two inputs to act on one protein in a
synergistic way, so that they are both in some sense
locked in by one another, simply through the stabiliza-
tion of a high affinity conformation. Examples in which
this might be significant are widely available, and
include the WASP family of proteins [1], A-kinase
anchoring proteins [2], and phospholipase C [4]. This
can be captured by a model of co-operative interaction
Figure 8 Combinatorial signalling and specificity. Combinatorial signalling can increase signalling specificity through competitive inhibition of
parallel pathways. This figure depicts the outputs of the A and B pathways when subject (at t = 0) to a change in production rate of X, starting
from zero. The concentrations of the active output of pathways A and B are given by black and grey curves, respectively. Solid curves represent
the response to both X and Y together, while dashed curves represent the response to X alone. a) shows the response when X binding to A
precedes Y binding, b) shows the response when Y binding to A precedes X binding, c) shows how the amount of available Y affects the
fraction of free X and d) shows the response when X and Y bind to A cooperatively. In all cases, it is seen that the presence of X and Y together
not only activates the A pathway but also inhibits the B pathway, and thus leads to improved signalling specificity. In (a) and (b), the absence of
Y leads to zero output from the A pathway. While the qualitative results from (a) and (b) are similar, we some differences in how the total
availability of Y affects the results. In the case where Y binds to A before X binds to it, we see that a low availability of Y substantially increases
the fraction of free X. This is not the case when Y binds to A after X is bound to it.
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binding of the proteins to the active conformation shifts
the population towards this active state. A simple repre-
sentation of such a model is the following (see sche-
matic in Figure 7d).
[AX]
[A][X]
= KA1
[AY]
[A][Y]
= KA2
[AXY]
[AY][X]
= αKA1
[AXY]
[AX][Y]
= αKA2
(6)
Where KA1 and KA2 are association constants and a is
the cooperativity constant between X and Y. Note that in
t h ea b o v em o d e lt h es a m ec o - o p e r a t i v i t yc o n s t a n t
appears in the last two expressions. This is done for sim-
plicity, and ensures that the steady state of binding in the
network corresponds to equilibrium conditions. Again,
we see that signalling specificity may be increased
through this mechanism. Just as in the previous cases, we
find that the presence of Y increases the active output
from pathway A but also inhibits pathway B (Figure 8).
It is worth pointing out that allosteric models of com-
plex formation predict that this mechanism of crosstalk
inhibition can occur bidirectionally, meaning that Y affects
uptake of X and vice versa. This is in contrast to the
sequential-binding model discussed above, where the com-
ponent which binds first can affect uptake of the other, but
not the other way round. It should also be noted that,
while allosteric mechanisms are often proposed due to
observed synergistic activation of a protein, the crosstalk
inhibition effect identified here does not require such
synergy. In the case considered here, if Y can activate A
on its own, then allosteric effects may not appear to be sig-
nificant. However, they can still allow cross-inhibition of
pathways, and therefore signalling specificity.
T a k e nt o g e t h e rw eh a v es e e nh o wt h ep r e s e n c eo fa n
extra element Y to the simple pathway coupling can
lead to the activation of the relevant pathway and inhi-
bition of the other (competing) pathway. Thus mechan-
isms of complex formation provide control settings to
determine how pathways and processes may inhibit one
another. Overall, additional elements can modulate the
pathway structures in highlyn o n - t r i v i a lw a y s ,a n dt h i s
provides some insight into how additional elements in
cellular signalling systems may act to modulate and con-
trol signal splitting between pathways.
Coupling of switches
The basic model presented here made no assumptions
about the nature of the pathways in which A and B are
involved, and merely represented the binding of species
to one another. However, in many cases proteins with
multispecificity are also capable of enzymatically modify-
ing the proteins with which they interact [5-9,11]. In
this section we extend our model to examine some of
the consequences which reversible multispecific post-
translational modification might have on the signalling
properties of the system.
We examine two generic cases of signalling through
post-translational modifications - one involving only sin-
gle reversible modifications of the substrates, and the
other involving a double modification of one substrate.
The first case is shown in Figure 9 and involves two
switch-like pathways of Goldbeter-Koshland type [32],
involving a single reversible posttranslational modifica-
tion of each substrate (A and B) by the shared enzyme X.
As previously, we begin by examining the steady state
situation in terms of the conserved total quantities of X.
The enzyme kinetics are chosen such that the affinity of
X for A is higher than that for B, while keeping the over-
all steady state response of the switches in isolation very
similar, as shown in Figure 9a. Now, when the two
switches are connected via the common upstream com-
ponent, we see that the high affinity pathway (A) is acti-
vated at a lower input level than the low affinity pathway
(B). Thus the coupling of switches allows for a sequential
activation in a well-defined order of the two pathways. In
the model under consideration, we examined the effect
of availability of A and B on the input dose difference
between the activation of the switches, over a wide range
of abundances of A and B (Figure 10). We note that this
difference varies significantly when there are low concen-
trations of one component - this is the result of the
uptake of X by the component being insufficient to cou-
ple to switches effectively. However, higher concentra-
tions of A and B ensure suitable conditions for the
coupling to occur effectively, and little difference is
observed in their activation dosage-gap. Thus it is possi-
ble to have a sequenced activation of coupled switches
arising from their activation through a common source.
Further to the steady state analysis, we can look at the
effects of the system dynamics on signalling. As
expected from the dynamic analysis of the response of
coupled pathways to modulation of the shared compo-
nent X, if the timescale of interaction between A and X
(the high affinity interaction) is faster than the interac-
tion between B and X, the dynamic pattern is similar to
the steady state one - activation of A preceding that of
B. Likewise, if the timescale of interaction between B
and X is faster than the interaction between A and X,
we get the reversed pattern, where at first B is active,
followed by A. Again, adaptive behaviour in the low-affi-
nity component, B, can result due if the faster pathway
is the lower affinity pathway(results not shown).
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the enzyme with a single reversible modification of the
substrate B, but two sequential reversible modifications
of the substrate A (which we refer to as the multipho-
sphorylation switch), by the common enzyme X. The
multiphosphorylation switch is capable of a range of
behaviours - it is also capable of the switch-like mono-
stable response of single phosphorylation [33], but is
further capable of exhibiting bistability [34]. When exhi-
biting a monostable response, the behaviour of the com-
bined system is as described above. However, when
exhibiting a bistable response, a qualitative change in
the behaviour is observed. The behaviour of the two
switches in isolation and together is shown in Figure 11.
We note that, when isolated from one another, pathway
B displays only a slightly sigmoidal response, while path-
way A displays a dramatic shift in response as a result of
its bistability. In this case by coupling these two path-
ways via a common upstream regulator X, we see that
as the upstream signal is increased past a threshold the
multiphosphorylation switch is switched on. It is evident
that at this point the switch involved in pathway A is
also triggered, in fact in a more dramatic fashion than
the regular switching of pathway A itself, and this is
purely due to the coupling of the switches. The reason
for this switching is seen in the shift in the available X
observed when the bistability threshold is crossed (see
Figure 11) - this shift is not observed when a mono-
stable signalling threshold is crossed. Bistability in this
case therefore results in significant qualitative changes
to bidirectional signalling, as well as to the input-output
response. Thus this example reveals that a strong
switching behaviour in a pathway need not necessarily
arise from characteristics embodied in that pathway, but
Figure 10 Competition and timing.T h i sf i g u r ef u r t h e re x a m i n e s
the case presented in Figure 9 and shows how the difference in
total enzyme ([XT]) concentrations at which the two switches
become activated is kept consistent over a wide range of total
concentrations of A and B. The difference plotted is the difference
in input concentration between that where the A pathway is
triggered and that where the B pathway is triggered.
Figure 9 Competition and specificity. This figure shows how signalling specificity may be improved by competition effects. It considers the
case of two switches which are regulated by the same upstream component. Each of the switches in isolation display switching behaviour at
the same input dosage. a) shows the response of the switches in isolation, and b) shows the switches operating together. It is clear that it is not
possible to choose input values for the isolated case which would result in mutual specificity. However, when they operate together mutual
specificity can be obtained by having low inputs activating A and high inputs activating B, triggering the relevant switch.
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through shared components.
Taken together the examples show how it is possible
to get sequential spaced switching from the coupling of
switches with identical thresholds and also to get coor-
dinated switching of pathways in a striking manner.
Spatial signalling
This paper thus far has studied the coupling of path-
ways/processes through shared components and
focussed exclusively on temporal signal processing.
Many cellular processes involve aspects of spatial signal
transduction, and the importance of spatial aspects in
signalling is being increasingly recognized. In the
context of our analysis, we systematically investigate
phenomena introduced purely by differences in the dif-
fusivity and localization of the components.
In order to do this, we assume that all components
exist in a spatial domain. For specificity, we take this to
be a 1-dimensional periodic domain, although most of
the essential results remain valid in other domains. We
now include the spatial element, by including spatial
variation in one or more elements. Additionally, we
examine the effects of one of the components being
highly diffusible to see if this changes the effect of the
interaction of the pathways in a non-trivial way. In this
case, we will assume that A is highly diffusible, and like-
wise so is the complex AX. We emphasize that while we
Figure 11 Coordinated switching. This figure illustrates another aspect related to the coupling of two switches through common upstream
regulation. One of the switches (A) is a multiphosphorylation switch while the other (B) is a monophosphorylation switch. The response of the
multiphosphorylation and monophosphorylation switches are shown in a) and b), respectively. The solid curves show their response to [XT]i n
isolation, while dashed curves show their response to [XT] when together. We see that the sharp switching of the multiphosphorylation switch
can be “transmitted” to the monophosphorylation switch, resulting in coordinated switching at a well defined location. The reason for this is the
sharp change in the uptake of enzyme by the multiphosphorylation switch, as the threshold is crossed, as shown in c), resulting in an increase
in free enzyme. The response of the single phosphorylation switch does not exhibit this behaviour, as shown in d).
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domain, our analysis and main conclusions are also rele-
vant to other situations, for instance where X is initially
present only in the membrane of the cell, while A is
present, along with its complex, both in the membrane
as well freely diffusible in the cytosol.
We will examine some scenarios which draw a direct
contrast with the purely temporal signal processing in
the case where the shared component, X, is modulated.
We start by examining the situation where X is present
only in part of the domain. A concrete example is if X
is present at a non-zero level only in a specific region
initially (for example having a square-pulse like spatial
profile). No species is either produced or degraded. Now
if all entities are non-diffusible then we expect that, in
the region where X is present, at steady state there
exists a balance between the concentrations of free X
and complexes AX and BX, and this is determined
exactly as above. Overall the conclusion therefore is that
the complexes AX and BX are present only in the
region where X is present, and the balance between
these complexes is determined just as in previous
sections.
Now we consider the effect of the high diffusivity of
the pathway A. Analysis of the steady state equations
reveals a number of points (see Appendix for details).
Firstly, the total amount of A and B is constant at every
location. Secondly, at steady state, at every location the
binding/unbinding reactions between both A and B with
X are at equilibrium. Thirdly, the complex AX attains
an essentially spatially homogeneous profile. From this,
it follows that at steady state both complexes AX and
BX as well as X attain a homogeneous profile at steady
state. The clear effect of the coupling of the pathways is
seen, most directly in contrast to the case where both
pathways were non-diffusible. Here the diffusion of one
pathway has the effect of homogenizing the profile of
both complexes. Thus we see that the regulation of the
B pathway by X and the spatial profile of the complex
BX is affected by the interaction with the diffusible A
pathway.
We now build on this to examine a related case where
X is being actively produced in a inhomogeneous man-
ner with a Gaussian like profile centred around the mid-
dle of the domain. All species are assumed to be
degraded equally quickly. Analysis reveals again that the
total A and B attain a uniform constant profile, that the
complex AX attains a uniform profile, while both X and
the complex BX are inhomogeneous. Increasing the pro-
duction of X actually leads to an elevation in the level of
BX at every spatial location, while only weakly reflecting
the pronounced asymmetry in the spatial profile of X.
This is shown in Figure 12. Complementary analytical
results are performed in the Appendix.
In the above case, the activating signal was spatially
inhomogeneous and this was the source of the spatial
aspect of signalling. A slightly different case can be also
examined, which fits naturally into our framework. This
Figure 12 Response to localized production of X. This figure shows how the steady state spatial distribution of the complexes in response to
varying rates of production of nondiffusible X. A and B are produced at a uniform rate across the domain, while X is produced in a localized
region. a) shows the spatial distribution of BX as production of X changes, where both A and AX are diffusible. This allows BX to spread over the
whole cell, even though it is not diffusible. The distribution of BX is almost uniform for low levels of production of X. b) shows the spatial
distribution of BX as production of X changes, where A is the only diffusible component. Here a pronounced localization is observed. In both
cases the AX profile is spatially uniform (not shown).
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geneous, but a localized sequestration reaction occurs.
T h u si nt h ea b o v ec a s ew el e tt h ep r o d u c t i o no fXb e
spatially homogeneous, but we regard the activation of
the B pathway as occurring only locally in a restricted
region. This can be described either by starting with
homogeneous X in the domain, and B present only in a
localized region, with no production or degradation of
any species or alternatively by having homogeneous pro-
duction of X (and A) and highly inhomogeneous pro-
duction of B and having degradation of all species. Both
situations provide essentially similar results. The first
case is examined analytically in the Appendix.
We see that if both A and B are non-diffusible, the
above sequestration effect of B would lead to AX being
sharply depleted in this region, with AX showing a
pronounced inhomogeneous profile and this being
reflected in the profile of X as well. Further the balance
between X, AX and BX can be determined exactly as
performed in the purely temporal case.
N o w ,i ft h eAp a t h w a yi sh i g h l yd i f f u s i b l e ,a ts t e a d y
state the AX profile becomes homogeneous and an ana-
lysis of the X profile reveals that it too becomes homo-
geneous. The BX profile reflects the pronounced
heterogeneity, and now there is a global coupling
between the levels of X and AX, and the profile of BX,
which arises from a global conservation condition.
Simulations describing this case are shown in
Figure 13. In this case, if the X binding to B is strong,
the net effect is a localized activation of B, and a conse-
quently less strong regulation of A, which is neverthe-
less spatially homogeneous. It is also worth pointing out
Figure 13 Response of pathways when production of B is localized. This figure shows how the steady state spatial distribution of the
complexes AX and BX change in response to varying rates of production of nondiffusible X. A and X are produced at a uniform rate across the
domain, while B is produced in a localized region (described by a sharp Gaussian profile centred around the middle of the domain). The spatial
distribution of AX and BX as production of X changes is shown in a) and b), respectively. Localized production of B causes a very mild reduction
in the production of AX around the centre and a sharp increase in BX there. Both A and AX are diffusible. In part c), only A is diffusible.
Localized production of B causes a sharp reduction in the production of AX around the location at which B is produced.
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profile of free X is itself close to uniform (and under
these conditions are in agreement with analytical results
performed for the case of no production/degradation of
X) although as the rate of production is substantially
increased the free X profile starts to reflect a dip in the
region where B is present.
Finally, we can consider the effects of differing affi-
nities in this system. These effects are demonstrated in
Figure 14, showing the response of AX and BX to a
fixed, localised production of X, in the cases of A alone
being diffusible, and A and AX both diffusing. In all
cases, increasing the binding affinity of a complex
increases its concentration globally, as expected. How-
ever, there is a difference in the behaviour of AX and
BX to the difference in affinities - BX is more sensitive
to changes in affinities than AX. The reason for this is
that diffusion of A (or A and AX) allows the concentra-
tion of free A, and therefore the concentration of com-
plexes, to remain relatively constant, while any uptake
from a local pool of B cannot be compensated by the
same mechanism. Therefore, AX is merely responding
to changes in availability of X, while BX responds to
changes in availability of X and B, and its sensitivity is
consequently greater.
In the above, when we have considered the effects of a
diffusible pathway, we have assumed that both A and
AX are diffusible. One may also examine the case where
A is the only diffusible component, and not AX. In this
case, the response is similar to non-diffusible case, and
AX exhibits a non-trivial spatial profile. The main differ-
ence when X is inhomogeneous arises in the fact that X
Figure 14 Response when affinities are varied. This figure shows how the steady state spatial distributions of the complexes AX and BX
change with the relative affinities of A and B for X. In a) and b), both A and AX are the only diffusible components, while X is locally produced.
In c) and d), only A is diffusible, while X is locally produced. It is seen that increasing the binding affinity of a particular complex increases its
concentration, and that this effect is most significant for the nondiffusible complex, BX, which exhibits a more pronounced spatial variation.
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trast to the results in the purely temporal case.
Overall the above cases provide an illustration of the
coupling of signalling pathways with shared compo-
nents, where spatial aspects of signalling are important.
Conclusions
This paper focussed on analyzing the interaction and
coupling of pathways through shared components, a
ubiquitous phenomenon in cellular networks. In this
paper we examined this basic branching structure from
a modelling and systems perspective.
We believe that a detailed systems analysis of signal
processing in this setting is useful for multiple reasons.
Firstly, it allows us to explicitly analyze the different fea-
tures which affect signal processing, without being dis-
tracted by the details of a particular signalling context.
Secondly, since such structures are repeatedly encoun-
tered biologically, it is only to be expected that different
variations around this basic theme will be encountered,
and the results here provide a platform and framework
for analyzing these subsequently.
We developed a minimal modelling framework where
we could examine the interaction of pathways with
shared components. Since we include the possibility of
production of all components, we were able to examine
both dynamic and steady state responses to a variety of
signals. More complex cases such as temporally regu-
lated interacting pathways, with buffering of one path-
way also form part of the framework. Each of the
pathways of necessity interacted with the other, because
of the shared component. These results were obtained
using simulations and analytical work (see Table 1 for a
summary of the main results).
We first examined the case where the common com-
ponent is regulated by some external signal. Building on
the work of Buchler et al [28,29], our studies reveal
how, depending on the affinities of the common activat-
ing component to the two pathways, it is possible to
obtain “ultrasensitivity” in the response of the compo-
nent with a weaker affinity. We also showed how
depending on the kinetic rates of binding/unbinding, the
pathways could get activated in either temporal order or
even concurrently. If there is a clear separation of affi-
nities, and the low affinity pathway is the faster pathway,
then for certain ranges of the input signal, the response
of this pathway to a persistent stimulus is adaptive: this
adaptation may be close to being exact if enough quan-
tity of the high affinity component is present. A signifi-
cant departure from the adaptive response is observed if
the high affinity component is consumed. The satura-
tion effect leading to inexact adaptation in this case is
the consumption of the additional “inhibitory” high affi-
nity component, and this is qualitatively similar to other
saturating mechanisms leading to inexact adaptation
(see the discussion in [35]).
In a similar manner we examined the case where the
two other components, A and B, are regulated by exter-
nal signals. Our framework allowed us to naturally apply
and extend our analysis to this case too. We found that
at steady state the high affinity pathway dominates.
However, temporally, if the low affinity pathway was the
faster pathway, then the response of this pathway was
(for certain stimulus levels) partially adaptive (either
underadaptive or overadaptive) and this was entirely due
to the added high affinity component acting as an inhi-
bitory component. If one regards the components A and
B to be stimulated externally through some common
source, then the signal transduction of the low affinity
pathway in this regime is qualitatively similar to a feed-
forward adaptive signalling module.
Although our analysis was performed for the case of
two pathways sharing a common component, the
insights naturally generalize to the case where there are
multiple pathways sharing a common component. Our
results indicate that depending on the relative affinities,
kinetics, and amounts of the individual components, dif-
ferent combinations of steady state responses (including
possible “ultrasensitivity”) and different kinds of tem-
poral responses will be observed for the different com-
plexes. This will be examined in detail subsequently.
Our results have natural relevance for the (competitive)
binding/activation of different entities by a common fac-
tor. Further, it is possible to predict the effect of modu-
lating individual pathways here. Additionally, since
many components are subject to temporal modulation
(for instance, in concert with the progression with the
cell cycle), this framework provides a natural platform
for examining such effects systematically.
We then built on our basic analysis by examining
additional factors built over the basic model structure
(see Table 2 for a summary of models and findings).
This is motivated by the fact that such additional ele-
ments modulating such pathways are naturally expected
to be present in different ways in different contexts.
In the first case we examined the effect of an addi-
tional component modulating one of the two pathways.
It was shown that this could allow for greater specificity
in signalling, effectively through inhibition of the one
pathway by the other. Different modes of interaction via
the extra component were considered, including sequen-
tial binding either before or after binding with the tar-
get, as well as co-operative binding to the target species.
Analysis reveals that many of the relevant conclusions
for all these cases were similar. This indicates how cellu-
lar systems may have naturally exploited their pre-exist-
ing set of molecules to add further layers of control and
separation/differentiation between diverging pathways.
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pathways which are involved nontrivial and highly non-
linear signal processing. Thus we built on our existing
modelling structure to include switch-like signalling in
each pathway. Our analysis reveals that coupling two
switches even with identical switching thresholds, can
result in a well-defined order in the switching response,
and further that under many conditions it is possible to
maintain a robust “dosage gap” in the switching of the
pathways. In other cases the interaction of two switches
can lead to one switch being highly accentuated by cou-
pling to a multiphosphorylation switch which is bistable.
This is an example of co-ordinated switching in two
pathways which arises from their coupling through
shared components, and suggests that in some cases
switch-like behaviour in some pathways can arise from
their coupling to other pathways rather than their
intrinsic switch-like behaviour.
Finally we expanded our model in a natural way to
include spatial aspects in signalling and built on our
early studies to examine signal processing in coupled
pathways in spatial signal transduction. We showed that
the coupling of a highly diffusible pathway to a non-dif-
fusible pathway, could lead to effective redistribution,
even of the non-diffusible complexes and hence provide
a completely different spatial signalling profile. This
reveals another facet of the coupling between pathways
through shared components.
Our framework and analysis is relevant in a range of
cellular settings. The activating of elements involved in
controlling multiple pathways is observed in different
settings, especially for proteins which interact promiscu-
o u s l yw i t har a n g eo fd o w n s t r e a mt a r g e t s( e g .C y c l i n -
dependent kinases [10] and ubiquitin ligases [12]). A
special case is that of a protein which interacts with dif-
ferent isoforms of downstream proteins. One example of
an effect similar to the response we have analyzed here
occurs with anaphase promoting complex (APC)-
mediated ubiquitination of cyclin A, securin and gemi-
nin: securin and geminin are ubiquitinated, and thus
degraded, earlier than cyclin A [36]. Further, the pre-
sence of securin and geminin delays the ubiquitination
of cyclin A. Other examples include the multiple GEFs
(Guanine Exchange Factors) which target RhoGTPases.
Our analysis of the is also relevant to competitive exclu-
sive binding of multiple ligands to the same receptor,
and is of special interest when the binding of each
ligand triggers opposite responses (for e.g. CAMP and
8-CPT CAMP to CAR1 receptors in Dictyostelium [37])
In the case of the two separate components being
modulated together, our framework provides insight
into how different elements are targeted by multiple
pathways, and how cells may have evolved strategies to
reinforce or minimize the concurrence of signals. The
presence of a host of additional proteins providing com-
binatorial control and selective tuning of individual
pathways is a key aspect to be investigated to under-
stand signal processing through classes of hub proteins,
and is also likely to be highly relevant to selective target-
ing of pathways intended as drug targets. Our analysis is
also relevant to the assessment of the deleterious effects
of increased gene dosage (suggested to be the result of
the promiscuous interaction of certain proteins, which is
suppressed at low copy numbers) as well as their mitiga-
tion by selective degradation of unbound proteins which
are also promiscuous [38-40].
The spatial aspect of signalling we have considered
here is relevant to enzyme regulation of multiple com-
ponents, all or some of which may shuttle between dif-
ferent compartments (for eg. membrane, cytosol,
nucleus, ER) as well as the enzyme regulation of multi-
ple components, some of which may be highly diffusible
(eg. cGMP). Likewise the localized sequestration is
observed when certain enzymes which are otherwise
freely mobile, partially bind to anchor proteins at speci-
fic regions on the cell membrane or elsewhere in the
cell. An example of this is the case of PKA which may
be partially anchored in certain regions by suitable
anchor proteins. Analogues of these spatial effects at the
tissue level also exist. In developing Drosophila embryos
Table 2 Summary of results for variations on the basic model
Scenario Result
An additional component is involved the uptake of X by one of
the two pathways through a complex formation mechanism.
The additional component can control how signalling through X is divided
between the two pathways. This may enhance signalling specificity. The
degree of control the additional component has depends on the mechanism
of complex formation.
The shared component is involved in two downstream pathways
which display switching behaviour.
Where uptake of the shared component is significant, the switching behaviour
of one pathway may influence that of the other. This can result in either a
specific ordering of activation, or coordinated activation, of the two pathways.
One of the downstream components, and its complex with the
shared component, is diffusible.
The shared component is spread across the domain. This results in uptake
being significant across the domain, with the spatial distribution of the
nondiffusible components also affected.
A summary of results for the biologically motivated variations on the basic model is presented. These demonstrate how the effects considered may play a role in
diverse biological contexts.
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MAPK (itself present in a spatial pattern) coordinates
the anterior and terminal patterning systems [6].
The presence of a common element between two
pathways can serve to couple them. If the signal trans-
duction in either or both pathways is highly non-linear,
this can lead to a significant interference between the
signal processing and distortion as a result. In which
situations this actually happens due to the natural wir-
ing of the cell, and under which conditions this is effec-
tively minimized, is a topic which needs much more
thorough investigation. It will be of interest to see how
shared components may affect the interaction of other
modules (e.g. [41]) and this is something which will be
examined in the future.
Our results and insights have been obtained in a
general setting, and thus we expect that many of
these insights to be relevant of a wide range of sys-
tems. Using this framework, it is possible to build
additional features like multiple-component signalling,
combined converging and diverging signals as well as
coupling of more complex downstream processes.
Additionally, the analysis here provides insight into
understanding to what extent control or temporal
modulation of upstream signals may be propagated
through multiple pathways and how this affects the
manner in which pathways interact with one another.
It is worth pointing out that the analysis here is rele-
vant not only to natural signalling circuits but to syn-
thetic circuits as well. In synthetic circuits a major
challenge is to how a synthetically constructed circuit
may interact with the host cell. One of the most basic
interactions is the possibility of components in the
synthetic circuit being also involved in other pathways
in the host cell.
The network structure which embodies the diverging/
converging pathways we have studied is ubiquitously
observed. By examining the signal processing in this
“splitter” or “converger” element from a systems per-
spective we can examine how such elements may be
interfaced with other signal transduction elements both
upstream and downstream. This will be invaluable both
in understanding complex dynamics and control regula-
tion and coupling of signalling in systems biology, but
also be vital for starting to build synthetic circuits which
usefully and optimally channelize signals for a range of
purposes.
Appendix: Analysis of models
In this section, we will analyze the models used in the
text to extract additional insights which complement
numerical simulations. As mentioned in the text, we
have a common framework to account for the sharing
of a component between two pathways or processes.
This involves the binding of the common component X
to two components A and B. In the most general case,
the model includes the binding and unbinding reactions
as well as the production of species X, A and B, as well
as the degradation of all species. The equations describ-
ing this are given by
d[X]
dt
= ka2[AX] − ka1[A][X]+kb2[BX]
−kb1[B][X]+kpx − kdx[X]
d[A]
dt
= ka2[AX] − ka1[A][X]+kpa − kda[A]
d[AX]
dt
= ka1[A][X] − ka2[AX] − kdax[AX]
d[B]
dt
= kb2[BX] − kb1[B][X]+kpb − kdb[B]
d[BX]
dt
= kb1[B][X] − kb2[BX] − kdbx[BX]
(A1)
W eb e g i na si nt h et e x t ,a n a l y s i n gt h ec a s ew h e r e
there is modulation of the shared component, X.
1.1 Modulation of the shared component
As mentioned in the text, the equation A1 includes pro-
duction and degradation of X, A and B. We first restrict
ourselves to the case where no production signal is
directly affecting A or B. A production signal affects X
and X affects both pathways A and B. Rather than vary
every parameter in the model, we examine the model in
a number of special cases, gradually increasing in
complexity.
Case 1: There is no production or degradation of any entity
This is the simplest model in some respects. It is clear
that in this case, the total amount of A (i.e. free and
bound) is conserved and this is immediately seen by
noting that d/dt([A]+ [ AX]) = 0. The total amount of A,
denoted by AT is determined by the initial conditions.
By exactly analogous reasoning, the total amount of B
(free and bound) is a constant, denoted by BT. Finally
there is a conservation for the total concentration of X
and this follows by noting that d/dt([X]+[AX]+[BX]) = 0.
The total amount of X is denoted by XT. Now at steady
state, the following equations hold:
ka2[AX]=ka1(AT − [AX])[X]
kb2[BX]=kb1(BT − [BX])[X]
XT =[ X]+[ AX]+[ BX]
(A2)
When [AX]a n d[ BX] are eliminated from the above
equations, the equation which results is a cubic equa-
tion, whose solution cannot be written explicitly, except
for special parameter values. In some special cases,
where X binds relatively weakly to A and B, the solution
can be written down explicitly. In this case, we find that
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XT
1+ka1AT/ka2 + kb1BT/kb2
ka2[AX]=ka1AT[X]
kb2[BX]=kb1BT[X]
(A3)
The above solution is the limiting case of weak bind-
ing of X to A and B, resulting in a situation where (free)
A and B are very far from depletion.
It is worth pointing out that if one of the species (e.g.
B) satisfies the above condition, analytical solutions can
again be obtained. Thus, if the binding of X to B was
weak, this would imply that [BX] was essentially directly
proportional to [X], and [X] could hence be written as a
linear function of [AX], and this results in a quadratic
equation for [AX] which can be solved explicitly.
Case 2: There is production and degradation of only X: the
production of X serves as an input signal to the model
In this case, exactly as before the total amount of A (free
and that in the complex AX) is conserved and likewise for
B. Examining the total amount of X, we find that
d/dt ([X]+[ AX]+[ BX]) = kpx − kdx[X] (A4)
We thus find that at steady state the total amount of
free X is easily obtained as
[X]=kpx/kdx (A5)
From this and equation A1, it is an easy matter to find
the steady state concentrations of the complexes as:
[AX]=ka1[X]AT/(ka2 + ka1[X])
[BX]=kb1[X]BT/(kb2 + kb1[X])
(A6)
We see here that clearly the affinity of X for A affects
how much A is present in a complex (and likewise for
B). In this case we can obtain analytical expressions for
the steady state concentrations of the complexes
involved in the two pathways. However, in this special
case, the level of free X is fixed at a constant value at
steady state and this effectively decouples the two path-
ways. The conclusion therefore is that if X is being pro-
duced and degraded, the production/degradation of
other species is necessary to achieve non-trivial coupling
between the two pathways at steady state.
Case 3: The degradation rates of all species are equal
(denoted by kd)
In this case since there is degradation of the A and B
species, there must be some basal level of production.
Now we see that
d/dt([A]+[ AX]) = kpa − kd([A]+[ AX])
d/dt([B]+[ BX]) = kpb − kd([B]+[ BX])
d/dt([X]+[ AX]+[ BX])
= kpx − kd([X]+[ AX]+[ BX])
(A7)
We immediately see from above that at steady state
the total amount of A (free and complexed) is set at the
level AT = kpa/kd, and likewise the total amount of B
(free and complexed) is set at the level BT = kpb/kd and
hence the total amounts of each of A and B at steady
state may be regarded as conserved, as far as signalling
from X is concerned.
We note in passing that while we have assumed all
degradation rates to be equal, the above conclusion for
the total amount of A actually only requires the degra-
dation rates of free and complexed A to be equal (and
likewise for B).
The total amount of X from above is also set at the
value XT = kpx/kd. The concentrations of the complexes
can then be obtained from the equations
(ka2 + kd)[AX]=ka1(AT − [AX])[X]
(kb2 + kd)[BX]=kb1(BT − [BX])[X]
XT =[ X]+[ AX]+[ BX]
(A8)
where XT, AT, and BT are as given above. The solution
of these equations is formally identical to that of case 1,
and the same conclusions hold good here as well.
“Ultrasensitivity” in the steady state response As men-
tioned in the text, for our purposes “ultrasensitivity”
involves heightened absolute and relative sensitivity to
[XT] along with any concomitant threshold effects. The
absolute sensitivity of a concentration to [XT]i sd e f i n e d
as its derivative with respect to [XT], while the relative
sensitivity is this quantity scaled by the ratio of the rele-
vant concentrations. Here, we analyse the steady state
response of the complete model in terms of the absolute
and relative sensitivities to the total quantity of X, [XT].
In particular, we look at how these quantities behave in
particular limits, when there is a significant difference in
the affinities KA and KB.
We begin by deriving expressions for the absolute and
relative sensitivities. Differentiating the steady state
expressions given in equation 5 with respect to [XT]
gives the absolute sensitivities:
d[X]
d[XT]
=
1
KA[A]+KB[B]+1
+[ XT]
d
d[XT]

1
KA[A]+KB[B]+1

d[AX]
d[XT]
=
KA[A]
KA[A]+KB[B]+1
+[ XT]
d
d[XT]

KA[A]
KA[A]+KB[B]+1

d[BX]
d[XT]
=
KB[B]
KA[A]+KB[B]+1
+[ XT]
d
d[XT]

KB[B]
KA[A]+KB[B]+1

(A9)
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S
[XT]
[X] =
d[X]
d[XT]
[XT]
[X]
=1+
[XT]
2
[X]
d
d[XT]

1
KA[A]+KB[B]+1

S
[XT]
[AX] =
d[AX]
d[XT]
[XT]
[AX]
=1+
[XT]
2
[AX]
d
d[XT]

KA[A]
KA[A]+KB[B]+1

S
[XT]
[BX] =
d[BX]
d[XT]
[XT]
[BX]
=1+
[XT]
2
[BX]
d
d[XT]

KB[B]
KA[A]+KB[B]+1

(A10)
From these expressions, we can explain the pattern in
relative sensitivities shown in Figure 2b. First, when
there is very little X present, very little complex is
formed, and we have [A] ≈ [AT], [B] ≈ [BT], and [XT]< <
1 (the amount of different complexes is proportional to
the available X). At this point, noting that the deriva-
tives in the above expressions are bounded, we simply
have S
[XT]
[X] = S
[XT]
[AX] = S
[XT]
[BX] =1 .
We can consider what happens at intermediate, albeit
low, values of [XT]f o rt h ec a s eo fc o m p a r a b l e[ AT]a n d
[BT], with KA >>KB >> 1. This is similar to the case
considered in Figure 2. Here, at low levels of [XT], KA
[A] ≫ KB[B] + 1, meaning that the absolute sensitivities
are given by: d[X]/d[XT] ≈ 0, d[AX]/d[XT] ≈ 1, and d
[BX]/d[XT] ≈ 0. Taking the relative sensitivities, as given
by equation A10, and evaluating the derivatives (substi-
tuting - d[AX]/d [XT]f o rd[A]/d[XT]a n d-d[BX]/d[XT]
for d[B]/d[XT], as given by the conservation conditions)
gives:
S
[XT]
[X] =1+
[XT]
2
[X]

KA
d[AX]
d[XT] + KB
d[BX]
d[XT]

(KA[A]+KB[B]+1 )
2
S
[XT]
[AX] =1+
[XT]
2
[AX]

KA[A]

KA
d[AX]
d[XT] + KB
d[BX]
d[XT]

− KA
d[AX]
d[XT](KA[A]+KB[B]+1 )

(KA[A]+KB[B]+1 )
2
S
[XT]
[BX] =1+
[XT]
2
[BX]

KB[B]

KA
d[AX]
d[XT] + KB
d[BX]
d[XT]

− KB
d[BX]
d[XT](KA[A]+KB[B]+1 )

(KA[A]+KB[B]+1 )
2
(A11)
Substituting the above approximations for the absolute
sensitivities then gives:
S
[XT]
[X] =1+
[XT]
2
[X]
KA
(KA[A]+KB[B]+1 )
2
S
[XT]
[AX] =1−
[XT]
2
[AX]
KA(KB[B]+1 )
(KA[A]+KB[B]+1 )
2
S
[XT]
[BX] =1+
[XT]
2
[BX]
KAKB[B]
(KA[A]+KB[B]+1 )
2
(A12)
This shows that, before A becomes saturated (i.e.
while KA[A] ≫ KB[B] + 1 holds), the relative sensitivities
of both [X]a n d[ BX]t o[ XT] increase from 1, while that
of [AX] decreases from 1. This is observed in simula-
tions, as shown in Figure 2b.
In the limit of very high [XT], we can consider that
[XT] ≈ [X], as the proportion of X taken up in com-
plexes becomes small. Under these conditions, the equi-
librium expressions in equation 5 can be rearranged to
give:
[A]=
[AX]
KA[XT]
[B]=
[BX]
KB[XT]
(A13)
where the numerators approach a constant value. This
indicates the asymptotics for [A]a n d[ B] as the total X
becomes large (this can be justified carefully).
These expressions are small for high [XT], so we can
consider that KA[A]+KB[B] ≪ 1, so 1 + KA[A]+KB[B]
≈ 1. Using this and A11 in equation A10 and evaluating
the derivatives gives:
S
[XT]
[X] → 1
S
[XT]
[AX] → 0
S
[XT]
[BX] → 0
(A14)
This result can also be obtained by incorporating the
asymptotic expression for [A]a n d[ B]f o rl a r g e[ XT] and
evaluating the relevant expressions.
This demonstrates what we expect intuitively - as [XT]
becomes large, the relative sensitivity of free X asymp-
totes to one, while the relative sensitivities of the com-
plexes AX and BX asymptote to zero.
Dynamic response As in the text, the basic case exam-
ined (Case 1 above) reveals that at steady state X is
taken up much more by the high affinity component, in
the case where the affinities are very different. The dis-
cussion in the text showed that X is primarily taken up
by the high affinity component A, and so at steady state
the complex BX displays an ultrasensitive response as a
function of total X in the system.
As mentioned in the text, this focuses only on the
steady state, and the information (affinities) rely only on
equilibrium constants rather than rate constants. If the
individual rate constants of binding/unbinding to A are
much faster than that of B, then dynamically too, if X is
added, it is taken up by A first, before B.
Here we examine (in a setting analogous to case 1
above) the case that A is the high affinity component,
but actually the slower pathway. To illustrate this we
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constants for the interaction of X with A are changed to
εka1, εka2,w h e r eε << 1 is a small parameter. This
ensures that the equilibrium constant remains the same.
Now for illustrative purposes we examine the situation
where no X is present intially (only free A and free B
are present). At time t = 0, an amount of X = [XT]i s
added. We see that just as in earlier cases [A]+[ AX]=
[AT]a n d[ B]+[ BX]=[ BT] reflecting the conservation
of A and B. Since the equations reflect a conservation of
total X, it remains to solve two differential equations
governing the concentrations of the complexes AX
and BX:
d[AX]
dt
= εka1(AT − [AX])[X] − εka2[AX]
d[BX]
dt
= kb1(BT − [BX])[X] − kb2[BX]
XT =[ AX]+[ BX]+[ X]
(A15)
N o ww el o o ka tt h ef i r s tt w oe x p r e s s i o n sr e v e a l st h a t
they are directly cast as fast-slow systems with time
scale separation, and hence can easily be examined
using singular perturbation techniques. We can immedi-
ately see that in the fast time scale [AX] is essentially
zero, while [BX] builds up according to the binding/
unbinding of X with B, as described by the second
expression in equation A15, and eventually reaches a
quasi-steady state where
kb1(BT − [BX])[X]=kb2[BX]
[X]=XT − [BX]
(A16)
This quasi-steady state can be obtained by solving the
resulting quadratic equation, and reflects the uptake of
X only by B. At a slower time scale, there is a very gra-
dual “leaking” of X by its binding to A (described by the
first differential equation (equation A15)), resulting in
less X available to the B pathway since [X]+[ BX]=
[XT]-[ AX], and during this long time scale, the X is
gradually redistributed to A, with BX being in a quasi-
equilibrium with B and free X, equation A16, at every
instant. Eventually more X ends up being bound to A
than B, reflecting the higher affinity of X for A. Note
that this assumes that the amount of X added is not too
high (in particular not in excess of A and B in total). If
a very high amount of X is added, then both pathways
will be eventually saturated.
1.2 Modulation of each pathway alone and together
We now examine our modelling framework for the case
where A and B are each modulated alone and together.
Here the signalling occurs through the production of A
and B, which impinge upon X. The focus is to determine
how the signals A and B affect the formation of the com-
plexes AX and BX. We can consider some particular cases:
Case 1: The degradation rates of all species are identical
This is identical to Case 3 of the above subsection,
except for the fact that the signals are transmitted
through the production of A and B. The steady state
analysis otherwise is identical to the above case.
Case 2: The only species being degraded are A and B
This is an exact analogue of case 2 in the previous sec-
tion (there the only species being produced and
degraded was X). Here an analysis of the equation A1
reveals that
d/dt([A]+[ AX]) = kpa − kda[A]
d/dt([B]+[ BX]) = kpb − kdb[B]
d/dt([X]+[ AX]+[ BX]) = 0
(A17)
The above immediately leads to the fact that the total
X is conserved and equal to XT (determined from the
initial condition). Further the steady state concentrations
of A and B are set to kpa/kda and kpb/kdb respectively.
This provides the information needed to find the con-
centrations of the complexes:
[X]=
XT
1+ka1kpa/ka2kda + kb1kpb/kb2kdb
[AX]=
(ka1kpa/ka2kda)XT
1+ka1kpa/ka2kda + kb1kpb/kb2kdb
[BX]=
(kb1kpb/kb2kdb)XT
1+ka1kpa/ka2kda + kb1kpb/kb2kdb
(A18)
1.3 Combinatorial effects in modulating pathways
In the text we examined how an additional element Y
could significantly affect the signal processing through
the coupled pathways. We now revisit this, and examine
the effect of the additional element Y. We examined
t h r e ec a s e si nt h et e x t .H e r e ,w ew i l le x a m i n et h ee f f e c t
of Y in two of the cases considered.
We noted from our studies that it was not easy to
obtain analytical solutions for the coupled pathways,
except in the case where X was the only species being
externally produced and degraded. However, in this
case, at steady state, the complex dynamics are
decoupled. We will revisit the basic case where no spe-
cies is being produced or degraded.
In the first case, X binds not directly to A but to the
complex AY. The binding of A to Y results in the com-
plex AY. Assuming, for simplicity, an excess of Y, we
have the concentrations of the complexes AY and AYX:
[AY]=kay[A][Y]
[AYX]=ka1[AY][X]/ka2
(A19)
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binding unbinding constants as in previous cases. Since
it is only AY which binds to X, the conservation of A
leads to the condition
AT =[ A]+[ AY]+[ AYX] (A20)
This means that
[AY X]=
ATka1kay[Y][X]/ka2
1+kay[Y]+kay[Y]ka1[X]/ka2
[AY]=
ATkay[Y]
1+kay[Y]+kay[Y]ka1[X]/ka2
(A21)
As mentioned in the above sections, for the basic
model, explicit analytical results are obtained only in the
case of weak coupling. Now, the steady state for X, as
obtained above is simply
[X]=
XT
1+ka1[AY]/ka2 + kb1BT/kb2
kb2[BX] = kb1BT[X]
(A22)
with [AY]o b t a i n e df r o ma b o v e .T h ep o i n ti st h a tt h e
concentration of [AY] depends on the concentration of
Y, and clearly with no Y there is no complex. On the
other hand increasing the Y increases the concentration
of AY and this acts to inhibit the concentration of BX.
This complements the numerical simulation, showing
the same effect.
I nt h es e c o n dc a s ew eh a v et h es i t u a t i o no fYb i n d -
ing to AX, with an equilibrium constant which we will
again refer to as kay. In this scenario, X can bind to A
and B, but Y binds to the complex AX to give AXY.
T h ea n a l y s i so ft h i sc a s ef o llows from our analysis of
the simple coupled pathways. Again, for simplicity, we
will assume that there is no production or degradation
of any quantity. This immediately leads to the conser-
vation of total X, total A and total B (free and com-
plexed). For simplicity we will assume that Y is in
excess.
Just as before, some basic analytical results are
obtained in the case where the complexed A and B have
concentrations which are small relative to their total
amounts. From the above equations, we have
[BX]=kb1BT[X]/kb2
[AX]=ka1AT[X]/ka2
[AXY]=kay[Y]ka1AT[X]/ka2
(A23)
Thus, we have the total amount of active A and B
respectively are given by
[AX]+[ AXY]
= XT
ATka1(1 + kay[Y])/ka2
ATka1(1 + kay[Y])/ka2 + BTkb1/kb2
[BX]
= XT
BTkb1/kb2
ATka1(1 + kay[Y])/ka2 + BTkb1/kb2
(A24)
This equation again simply reveals that increasing the
concentration of Y tends to increase the concentration
of X taken up by A at steady state and decrease the con-
centration of X taken up by B at steady state. This
points to that fact that increasing Y can lead to the inhi-
bition of the B pathway at steady state. Similar conclu-
sions continue to hold good if the complexed A and/or
B are substantial fractions of their respective amounts,
except that explicit close-form solutions are difficult to
obtain.
T h ec a s eo fc o - o p e r a t i v eb i n d i n gc a na g a i nb ea n a -
lyzed in a similar manner, and we do not repeat the
analysis here.
1.4 Spatial signalling
In this subsection, we will analyze the coupled pathway
structure to include spatial effects. We will analyze the
resulting model in a manner which builds on, and com-
plements, the above analysis. As mentioned in the text,
A will be assumed to be the diffusible pathway. Both A
and AX are assumed to be highly diffusible. The model
is formulated on a 1-D periodic domain for simplicity.
Thus to start with we will consider the following
situation.
Case 1: No production or degradation of any species
X can form complexes with A and B. X is initially pre-
sent only in a localized region while A and B are present
everywhere in the spatial domain. At the outset we note
that if A and AX are non-diffusible, this exactly reduces
to the case of coupled pathways analyzed earlier and the
net result would be an activation of both pathways in
the region where X is present. The total amount of X at
any location is fixed by the initial condition, and from
the equations presented in the earlier subsection (based
on the model in equation A1), we see that this affects
the steady state concentrations of AX and BX. We also
note that if no X is present in particular regions, the
concentration of AX and BX are both zero.
We now examine the case where the pathway A is
highly diffusible. Assuming both A and AX have the
same diffusion coefficient (kda) and adding the equations
for A and AX we have
∂([A]+[ AX])
∂t
= kda
∂2([A]+[ AX])
∂x2 (A25)
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satisfies the diffusion equation, and in particular if the
total amount of A is constant at every location initially,
then this remains so in the subsequent dynamics. Thus
we have [A]+[ AX]=AT at every location, exactly as
before.
Now at steady state for BX, we have a balance
between the binding and unbinding reactions just as
before
[BX]=kb1[B][X]/kb2 (A26)
This is exactly as in the earlier case. Now examining
the steady state for AX results in
kd
∂2([AX])
∂x2 + ka1[A][X] − ka2[AX]=0 (A27)
We see that, in this equation, as kd becomes large, the
steady state profile of AX approaches a flat profile. This
is easily verified by performing a regular perturbation
analysis in the small parameter 1/kd as has been per-
formed elsewhere.
Now since the steady state concentration profile of
AX is constant (flat), and since we have a conservation
of A, from above, it also follows that the steady state
concentration profile of free A is also constant.
By examining the steady state for X, which is con-
sumed in complexes with A and B, we see that the
steady state for X necessarily implies an equilibrium
between binding and unbinding to A. In other words,
we have:
[AX]=ka1[A][X]/ka2 (A28)
This is because there is a local equilibrium in the
binding/unbinding to B at steady state, and the only
contributor in the dynamics is the binding and unbind-
i n gt oA .N o wf r o ma b o v es i n c eAa n dA Xh a v ec o n -
stant steady state profiles, it immediately follows that
the steady state profile of X from the previous equation
is also constant.
Thus in summary we have established that even
though X is present only locally in certain regions, at
steady state the spatial profiles of A, X, B, AX and BX
are all constant. They can thus be solved exactly as in
the purely temporal case, with the only modification
being that the total amount of X at any location (which
is constant) is determined from a global condition:
XT.2π =
 x=2π
x=0
X(x,t =0 ) dx (A29)
Here 2π is the length of the domain. This determines
the total X at any location at steady state. Note that the
above assumes that initially X is present only in an
uncomplexed form. If it is present partially in com-
plexed forms, then these have to be included in the
integral.
Overall the significance of the above analysis is that
owing to the diffusivity of the pathway A, at steady state
an equidistribution of all species across the domain
occurs.
We now examine some other related cases.
Case 2: A uniform amount of X is present initially (and
likewise A). X is sequestered by B in a localized region
The sequestration of X by B is modelled by having B
present initially in only a localized region. In general the
total B need not necessarily be constant in this region.
In the above case we see that if A and AX are non-dif-
fusible, we simply note that outside the region where B is
present X and AX are uniform (determined simply by the
binding and unbinding of A and X). In the sequestration
region the balance between X, AX and BX would be
described precisely by the purely temporal model.
We now examine the case when A and AX are highly
diffusible. We see that much of the analysis of Case 1
remains relevant. There is a conservation of B so that B
+ BX = BT, where the total B is now a function of
position.
A steady state for complex BX implies that the bind-
ing unbinding of B and X is in equilibrium, just as
before. Just as in case 1 the total amount of free and
complexed A is a constant, set equal to AT.A g a i n
owing to the high diffusivity of AX, it attains a spatially
uniform steady state profile and this is also the case for
A. Further, from the steady state of X, we see that X
must be in local equilibrium with A and hence uniform
as well. This indicates the BX is determined by:
[BX]=
(kb1/kb2)BT(x)[X]
1+( kb1/kb2)[X]
(A30)
Thus overall we see that the high diffusivity of AX
implies a uniform profile of AX and X, but a localized
profile of BX in a manner proportional to the total
amount of B present at that location. The uniform levels
of X and AX are of course coupled to the BX profile
through a global conservation law. The main point,
however, is that the localized sequestration of X by B
does not lead to a localized dip in free X when AX is
highly diffusible.
Note that the above conclusion is also true if an inho-
mogeneous B is created through an inhomogeneous
production of B.
Case 3: X is produced in an inhomogeneous manner, and
all species are degraded at the same rate
Here we examine the slightly more complicated analogue
of Case 1. Here all species are produced and degraded.
Adding the equations for A and AX, we have
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∂t
= kpa − kd([A]+[ AX])
+ kda
∂2([A]+[ AX])
∂x2
(A31)
Now, at steady state we see that the total amount of A
(which equals [A]+[ AX]) is given by
AT = kpa

kd (A32)
Similarly the total amount of B is fixed at every loca-
tion at a value kpb/kd.
Now owing to the high diffusivity of AX, it attains a
spatially uniform profile (and hence so does A). How-
ever, in this case there is an inhomogeneous production
of X which ensures that the spatial profile of X is not
uniform. By using the steady state conditions for BX in
the equation for X, we see that the steady state profile
of X is governed by the equation:
ka2[AX] − ka1[A][X]
− kdBT
(kb1[X]/(kb2 + kd))
1+( kb1[X]/(kb2 + kd))
+ kpx − kd[X]=0
(A33)
Now in this equation, we note that the profiles of AX
and A are uniform. The only source of explicit heteroge-
neity arises for the production of X. In fact if the frac-
tion of B in the complexed form BX is small the above
equation reduces to a linear equation for X, where the
“production” terms involve dissociation from AX, which
is spatially uniform, and the production which is spa-
tially non-uniform. However, the concentrations of AX,
BX and X are coupled through a global conservation
condition. We also note that when the production rate
of X, the situation reduces to the cases analyzed
previously.
Overall the analysis provides direct insight into the
source of the heterogeneity of the X profile (and hence
the BX profile).
Case 4: Only free A diffusible
In this subsection we very briefly examine a variation of
the above analysis where the free species A is diffusible
but the complex is non-diffusible.
If we examine the first case above where X is present
inhomogeneously initially, we see from the equations at
steady state that A attains a uniform profile. BX is in
local equilibrium with X and so is AX. Thus in this case
w eh a v eas i t u a t i o nw h e r eB Xa n dA Xa r ep r e s e n to n l y
where X is present and in local equilibrium with X, and
the equations are formally similar to the purely temporal
signalling case. However the level of A is determined by
a global conservation condition, and depends on the
amount of A present as a complex.
In the other case, where a localized sequestration reac-
tion involving B occurs, again at steady state free B in
equilibrium with BX and at steady state A has a uniform
profile. In this case however, AX is locally depleted in
the sequestration region, and the (uniform) level of A
reflects the amount of A present as a complex in this
region via a global conservation condition.
Additional material
Additional file 1: Additional modelling and parameter values. The
mathematical models of single and double reversible phosphorylation
switches are described, and the parameter values used to obtain all
figures, are given.
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